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">The Happiness Factor, Your Self-Esteem
and Thyroid Disorders

I’ve been a “thyroid traveler” in the
“thyroid world” for more than 13
years. During my long “thyroid
journey”, I came to realize how many
factors play a s ignificant role not only
in our thyroid s ickness but also in our
thyroid healing.  

I’ve found that our environment
(social, family and work) has a
tremendous role for the onset of
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thyroid disorders. Not only that:
stress (chronic or s ingle traumatic
event) often acts as a trigger.
Certainly, everyone has stress in their
lives of all kind but how we handle it
is  another question. 

The reason why some people handle
it and others cannot be explained with
special personality traits and personal
characteristics (so-called the Five Big
Personality traits). “Thyroid people”
possess a unique combination of these
personality traits , allowing them to
accumulate stress and stay in highly
stressful and harmful s ituations until
they become literally physically or
mentally ill. 

In addition to that, their basic needs
are not met on a constant basis  (so
speaking: belongingness, validation,
nourishment, sensory and sexual
need), all this generally due to the lack
of sufficient self-esteem. I know from
personal experience that a person with
adequate self-esteem (not self-
confidence!) will protect his
boundaries, will know what is  good
or bad for him or his body, will not
exhaust his mind and body for the
sake of others, will not overwork
himself to the point of exhaustion, will
be able to say “no” when necessary.
Because see, 13 years ago I couldn’t
any of this . The list is  not exhaustive
or complete. But let’s  see how all this
relates to your thyroid disorder?



Sickness has its  cycle, it has
a beginning and it has an
ending. Sickness starts because
something went really wrong and can
only end when things are done right. It
is  all possible, sickness is
reversible, I know that from personal
experience. 

To examine the self-esteem specific
domain (which I believe is  one of the
most important when talking about
treating thyroid disorders) please read
and check below which of these you
proudly possess (Be brave, I am not
watching).

1. Overworking yourself to the point
of exhaustion.

2. Not taking good care of yourself.
3 . Suffering and going above and

beyond your limitations, physical
or mental, so that others can feel
good and happy.

4. Not able to say “no” when you
feel you need to do so.

5. Tolerating and accepting



assaulting behavior, unnecessary
criticism and people causing you
harm.

6. Blaming yourself for all the things
that went wrong.

7. Trying to be responsible for
everybody, for their actions and
behavior.

8. Doing things for people whom you
don’t like.

9. Being very critical toward yourself
and others.

10 . Difficulty knowing who to trust
and when to trust.

11. Thinking that other people are
focused on and critical about what
you say or do.

12. Tendency to let fear and anxiety
control many of your decis ions.

13 . Avoiding making changes in your
life because you are fearful of
making a mistake or failing.

14. Being very fearful of criticism,
disapproval, or rejection.

15. Feeling guilty because you have
your own needs and desires.

16. Staying in and keeping
relationships that are abusive,
insulting, or offensive.

17. Fulfilling unreasonable demands,
because you are hungry for the
approval of others (you can admit
it to yourself, I am not judging
you).

18. Feeling like a victim of people and
circumstances and as a result,



becoming emotionally stuck and
immobilized.

19. Being unable to affirm or reinforce
yourself positively even though,
let’s  face it, you are an
overachiever.

20 . Being unable to make an honest
assessment of your strengths,
qualities , and good points, thus,
you find it difficult to accept
compliments or recognition from
others.

21. Making decis ions based on what
would please others, rather than on
what you want or without even
considering what you want.

22. Feeling others are mistreating you,
or are taking advantage of you.

23 . Being unable to speak up for
yourself.

If you checked many of the above
items, you, my friend, are in big
trouble. Bluntly put, this might be the
biggest cause of your s ickness. And
you have to change your mind, right
now, first.

Because low self-esteem, besides the
“action” side (things that we do as a
result of this low self-esteem), also
has an “emotional” s ide, unfortunately.
As a result of all of the above “wrong
doings”, people with low self-esteem
are very likely to accumulate a bouquet
of negative emotions like (check
a g a in) : anxiety, sadness, irritation,



frustration, annoyance, emotional
sensitivity and liability, hostility,
shame, aggression, resentment,
embarrassment, loneliness, lack of
spontaneity, constant self-doubt, and
insecurity. This is  just unavoidable.
At some point all this will result in
inability to handle stress and everyday
life challenges in general.

Do you see now how it is  all related?
Then the disease (thyroid or not
depending on your character traits) is
just a step away because your whole
system will s imply collapse.

Working on your self-esteem is one of
the most important factors in your
healing process, believe it or not. I am
not saying that it is  an overnight cure,
but it is  an important starting point
(along with your diet, supplements,
and physical exercises). Then
everything will start to fall into place
and your healing will begin!



How
do you
work
on your
self-
esteem
and is
it

possible to change it for good? Yes, it
is  possible. Details  on how to do that
are included in my newest
b o o k “Mental, Emotional and
Psychological Aspects of Thyroid
Disorders” (ebook), now available
o n Amazon, (paper
book) Kindle and Nook for Barnes&
Noble (click on the corresponding
links or directly below to purchase). 
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To further prove my point that your
mind can, indeed, help the healing of
your thyroid, I am also providing
coaching consultations. You’ll also
need the Skype program installed on
your computer (it’s  free) and a camera
so we can see each other. Details
about the sessions you can find here:

Coaching sessions for thyroid
patients

I am specifically interested  in working
with people with their thyroid still
intact (if possible), those who are
highly motivated to reverse their
disease or desperate people who think
that “nothing else helps” their
condition. Because there is  always a
way out, no matter what.

I’ll look forward to helping you!

Svetla

Graves' Disease and HyperthyroidismGraves' Disease and Hyperthyroidism,,

Hyperthyroidism Alternative TreatmentsHyperthyroidism Alternative Treatments, , MentalMental
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Is  Your  U n happin es sIs  Your  U n happin es sIs  Your  U n happin es sIs  Your  U n happin es s
Makin g  You  S ic k?Makin g  You  S ic k?Makin g  You  S ic k?Makin g  You  S ic k?

Your
Thyroid and
Emotional

Health

by Svetla Bankova

(P.S. For the
purposes  of this

writing , I would define unhappiness  in a few
different ways , including , but not limited to :
s trong  dis like of your job, marriag e or
relationship, constantly worrying  about
money, living  in resentment, lack of enjoyable
hobbies , anxious  and “wandering ” mind,
loneliness , to lerating  chronic s tress , low self-
es teem and las t but not least, disapproval and
dis satis faction of your own self).
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I’ve always  believed in the hypothes is  that
mind and body are connected and most
of our diseases are psychosomatic,
meaning  that there is  a relation between the
mental and emotional s tates  and the phys ical
symptoms . I have a g ood reason to  believe
this  because for the most part of my life I’ve
worked as  a body psychotherapis t and
practically s tudied people’s  diseases  and
where they come from. I have s tudied the
applied extens ively the works  of Wilhelm
Reich and Alexander Lowen and I have found
a g ood support of their finding s  on a very
practical level.

I know for sure that unhappy people do g et
s ick with phys ical disorders  more often than
the happy people do and that specifically
pertains  to  auto immune disorders . I know for
sure that Thyroid and emotional health
are closely connected.

Scientifically speaking , there are few scientific
pieces  of research on the connection between
overall life satis faction, happiness , and
autoimmune disorders . This  correlation is
important to  be acknowledg ed and
investig ated in sense of prevention and
success ful treatment of auto immune
disorders , and not only Graves ’ Disease, but

#


other auto immune diseases  like Diabetes  type
1, Rheumatoid arthritis  or Hashimoto ’s
thyroiditis , Vitilig o  and in rare cases  Lupus
syndrome. Because in many cases , I’ve seen
people suffering  from more than one
autoimmune disorder.

Why is that so, I thought?

I am not the firs t one asking  myself this
question. Many research s tudies  in the past
covered the connection between general
well-being and other diseases, including
but not limited to  spinal cord injury, snoring ,
obes ity, os teoporos is , Turner’s  syndrome,
cardiovascular disease, and mig raine,
however not enoug h s tudies  have explored
their connection with the auto immune
disorders . But here is  some scientific support
in that aspect as  well:

1. According  to  Barak Y., (2006) from the
Psychog eriatric Department, Abarbanel
Mental Health Center in Is rael, humans
possess  the ability to  experience pos itive and
neg ative emotions  and these emotions  have a
tremendous  effect on the phys io log ical and
immune processes . The s tudy, conducted by
him discusses  the connection between
affection, psychological well-being, and



immune system. 

The results  of his  s tudy showed that pleasant
emotions , reg ardless  of the orig in, increased
the secretory immunog lobulin A (an
important antibody ag ent) and decreased the
salivary cortiso l, which is  respons ible for the
stress  levels  in individuals . Shall we g o for the
aromatherapy?

2. A similar study, involving pleasant
stimuli, was conducted by Watanuki S,
Kim YK. (2005) from the Department of
Human Living  Des ig n, Kyushu Univers ity,
Fukuoka, Japan. The results  of their s tudy
revealed that the pleasant odor (used as
pleasant s timuli in the s tudy), increased the
activity of the left frontal brain reg ion, while
beautiful emotional pictures  increased the
vasomotor activity of the sympathetic
nervous  system.

Enjoying  and reading  g ood books  seemed to
increase the secretory immunoglobulin
A (s-IgA) and reduced the salivary
cortisol (s-cortisol).  The s tudy
undoubtedly proves  the correlation between
different pleasant experiences  and the immune
system and according ly, presumes  that the
well-being  and happiness  of the individual are
connected with the performance of his
immune system even on a pure chemical level. 

3 . Stress  and anxiety are other factors
influencing  the g eneral feeling  of happiness  as
recorded by General Psycholog ical Well-
Being  Index (PGWBI), and therefore
affecting  the immune system. As proven in a
study conducted my O’Leary, Ann
(1990) reg arding  connection between
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s tress , emotions  and immune system, acute
stressors  in the form of s ing le events  may
produce different reactions  on the immune
system, while chronic s tress  factors  like
unemployment, unhappy marriag e and being
under s tress  for a pro long ed period of time
definitely leads  to  suppress ion of the immune
system, which may or may not recover with
the time.

4. How happiness is good for people’s
health and if this has anything to do
with longevity is  discussed in a research
paper of 30 different s tudies  reg arding
happiness  and long evity by Veenhoven, R.
(2008). He s tudied the effect of long -las ting
unhappiness , trig g ering  the flig ht or fig ht
reaction, which has  neg ative effects  on health
in a pro long ed period of time and lowers  the
immune system response.  However, he
found, happiness  helps  people not to  g et s ick
somehow, benefits  preventing  illness  and has
a g reat effect on long evity.

5. These findings followed a study,
conducted in 1973 by Dr. Grossarth-
Maticek, who used a special tes t to  measure
the level of pleasure and satis faction of
thousand o ld res idents  of Heidelberg ,
Germany.  He conducted another tes t 21
years  later and discovered that 300 people
out of the tes ted reported hig h satis faction of
life and are thirty times  more likely to  survive
and s till feel well.  It appears  that satis faction
of life can make you not only healthier but
also  can promote long  life.

6. The influence of emotions on people
with thyrotoxicosis, which is  an



autoimmune disease as  well, were also
discussed in a s tudy by Mandelbrote B., MD,
Wittkower  E.,  M.D, (1955). They s tudied,
tog ether with an endocrinolog is t, surg eon, a
radioactive-iodine expert, two psychiatris ts
and a psycholog is t, 25 cases  with
thyrotoxicos is . Among  some of the other
important results , it was  found that the
patients  with thyrotoxicos is  demonstrated
increased anxiety and depress ion compared to
the contro l g roup.

Speaking  of all o f the above, I would sug g est
that you try to  raise your happiness  levels  as
soon as  poss ible if you want some permanent
cure of any disease for that matter.  And
don’t forg et that the three grand
essentials of happiness are: something
you enjoy doing, something to love
unconditionally, and something to
hope for.

More tools  to  be happy:

101 Self-Loving Acts

101 Ways to Deal with Stress
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Living with Graves Disease: 4
Quick Life Style Changes for Better

Health and Better Life

 Watch your thoug hts ,
they become

words ; Watch your
words , they become
actions ; Watch your
actions , they become
habits ; Watch your
habits , they become

character; Watch your character, it becomes
your destiny!

Author Unknown

Let me tell you why I think the above is  true. I
discovered that by chang ing  the way I think
and by g uarding  my thoug hts  (really, really
g uarding  them). I can chang e my perception
about the world, how I act and react. This
finally will determines  what I do every day and
certainly my future.

I have my fears . Questions  like: What if I fail?
What if does  not happens  that way I want
to? What if I die in poverty, and cannot deal
with the s ituations  that will come?  What will
happen to  me? I would wake up a few times
per nig ht with nig htmares  and questions  like
those running  in my head. According ly, all my
actions  the next day will be g uided by these
thoug hts : I’ll be upset, ang ry and in g eneral
my actions  will be driven by my fears ! How
fun! Needless  to  say, “I attract in my life
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Living with Graves disease

whatever I give my energy, focus and
attention to, whether wanted or
unwanted” as  Michael Los ier said in his
“Law of Attraction”. I was  attracting
problems of all kind.

The Graves ’ Disease trap: This  is  crucial for

people suffering  from Graves ’ Disease and
Hyperthyroidism.  They cannot s leep anyway,
they are anxious  and worried about
everything  and anything . This  is  because of
some of our personal traits , but also  because
of the rain of excess ive thyroid hormones
running  throug h our bodies . Living  with
Graves  Disease is  not an easy thing  to  do , I
admit that. 

 So this  is  what I came up with:

1. Living with Graves disease and
hyperthyroidism requires  you to  g uard
your thoug hts

While I am not able to  contro l what’s
happening  to  me, I can choose how to
interpret the thing s  that are coming  on my
way. I could be pos itive or neg ative. Glass
half full, or half empty. My choice.

Worry is  the #1 happiness  and energ y drainer.



The fastes t way to  fill yourself with never-
ending  joy and energ y is  to  quit worrying .
How in the world you can achieve that? Each
time you have a destructive and harmful
thoug ht, immediately replace it with an
optimistic and constructive thoug ht such as  a
so lution to  your miseries , real or imag inary 
People who focus  on so lutions  rather than
problems are optimistic, happy and confident,
not to  mention healthy. I am pretty sure that
they are also  very healthy!

2. Living with Graves Disease and
hyperthyroidism requires  you to  g uard
your words

I became very careful what I am saying : am I
complaining , blaming , being  neg ative or am I
us ing  pos itive affirmations  and words? How
do I talk about people and events , and most
important about myself?  I have a s ticky note
on the mirror in my bathroom: “You say it,
you own it”. That sentence helps  me to
remember that everything  that g oes  out of my
mouth g oes  into  God’s  ears . Are my words
in my contro l? Yes , they are.

Chang ing  the way you speak can actually
chang e your attitude, emotions  and feeling s .
Use “upbeat” words , instead of “upset”
words .

For example, you can say, “I feel exhausted
and tired” which is  upsetting . Or, you can
say, “I would take better care of myself…by
doing  so  and so ..”, which is  pos itive. One of
the most interesting  differences  between
happy and unhappy people, says  Maryann
Troiani, Psy.D., is  that happy people never or
rarely use the word ‘try’ or ‘but.’ These two



words  leave people feeling  hopeless  and not
in contro l of their lives . Happy people feel
hopeful, and they know they can do it. The
words  ‘try’ and ‘but’ are excuses  and
unhappy people have tons  of excuses  for
everything .

3. Living with Graves Disease and
hyperthyroidism requires  you to  g uard
your actions

I noticed that I am doing  thing s  that are not
necessarily of my best interest- they are time
consuming , they don’t serve me anymore,
they are not useful for me. For example small
talk with people about thing s  that I really
don’t care about (and spending  hours!). The
Graves ’ disease trap: we are overly nice with
people who don’t deserve it, or are not
important for us . Let’s  talk about self-care!

I also  have not being  cons is tent when
learning  new thing s - like a new computer
software or prog ram- I’ll never fo llow the
instructions  or tutorials . Firs t I’ll try it in
practice and then, if I have problems , I’ll s tart
looking  for so lutions . And if there are too
many problems - I’ll jus t g ive up.

Needless  to  say, most of the above are big
challeng es  for me. So , I decided to  finish what
I s tart, if I s tart to  write an article- finish it, if I
have to  install a prog ram- learn how to
operate it and so  on. If I don’t know how I’ll
call someone who knows. Living  with Graves
disease requires  to  dedicate your time to
thing s  that really matter to  you!



4. Living with Graves disease also

requires  you to  g uard your habits

As we all know not all o f our habits  are the
best for us . Examine them, see what’s
working  and what’s  not and chang e what
needs  to  be chang ed.

If your habit for example is  to  arg ue with your
boss/ husband (not of your best interest!)
try to  lis ten to  him/ her next time and RE-
pos ition yourself (in that case meaning  to  try
a different approach). If you don’t know
exactly how, let me know and I’ll help you
with this .

Do I g et tired of g uarding  all these thing s?
Yes , I do - sometimes  I just want to  soak into
my o ld behavior and o ld self-pity mood, it’s
so  attractive to  be unhappy sometimes , but
these moments  became shorter and shorter. I
try to  remind myself that the optimism and
g ood attitude is  the hidden key to  my
personal success  and health.
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Optimists  create a clear vis ion of what their
lives  should look like, as sertively working  on
their g oals  to  achieve their vis ion and take
self- respons ibility. That pertains  to  your
health g oals  as  well. How can we have career
g oals , family g oals  but we are lacking  health
g oals?

In contrast, pess imis ts  have no clear vis ion
about how their life should look like, and they
love to  whine, blame and moan. So which do
I want to  be: the happy and optimistic, or
unhappy and pess imis tic? The choice is  yours
ag ain.

Living with Graves Disease requires  you
to set your own g oals , not somebody else’s . 

Final thoug hts :

What will be my or your destiny? We don’t
know. What I know is  that I’ll do  my best  to
make my experience on this  Earth more
pleasant and I’ll believe that whatever comes
on my way- I can deal with it and it’s  for my
hig hest g ood. I prefer to  believe this , ins tead
of the option that I could fail.

I cannot res is t sharing  a Latin proverb with
you, which reminds  me why we are all here on
this  Earth:

“Fug a i dearum” or “ The Purpose is
Pleasure”. So , whatever makes  you feel well,
do more of that and more often. That’s  your
mantra.

0 0 0 0
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Wellness and
Health

Coaching for
people

suffering
from Thyroid

Disorders

by Svetla Bankova

If you were diag nosed with a thyroid
condition, or you just left the doctors  office
with your brand new diag nose, or you
already had that for a few months  and it’s  not
g etting  any better at all? Scenarios  may be all
different…

I know- you can’t heal your Graves ’ Disease
if you keep doing  the same thing s  as  you did
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before, no way. You have to  fig ht Graves ’
Disease on a few different levels , not only
one, or as  I call them “axes”.

– Psycholog ical level- understanding  the
cause of the disease
– Healthy Diet (what to  eat and not to  eat,
drink and not to  drink)
– Appropriate phys ical exercises/  workout
prog rams (actually no workout!)
– Herbs  that can help you and how to use
them
– Vitamins  and Supplements  to  s treng then
your immune system
– Other alternative methods  that can improve
your health

Thyroid Healing Plan

–  chang e your mind
– chang e your life s tyle
– chang e what you eat and what you drink
– chang e your relationships
– chang e your exercise/  workout prog ram
– chang e what do you do every day
– chang e your job, if you have to
– chang e the way you view yourself and the
others
– chang e your vitamins  and supplements
– chang e your doctor, if necessary

And this  is  not just a life makeover… This
disease is  here to  chang e everything  in your
life.The question is :

Are you ready for a CHANGE? And most
of all, do you need someone to  help you with
this  process? Some one who has  been there,
who knows what is  like to  has  Graves ’
Disease & hyperthyroidism and what exactly



needs  to  be done firs t?

This is called Health and Wellness
coaching.

How it works?

1. Book your coaching  sess ion  with the
“Order” button bellow. The cost is  $75.00
for a 60 min coaching  sess ion, or, if you think
can not afford it, I also  work on a s liding
scale, depending  on your financial s ituation at
the present time. It’s  a fair g ame and bad
karma otherwise. Send me an email to
mythyroid@g ravesdiseasecure.com to
discuss  details .  I do understand that people
g o throug h different hardships  and I want to
help you to  feel better!

2. You’ll be taken to  another pag e, where you
fill out details  like name, email address , ph#,
address , time zone and best time for
coaching .

3. We ag ree upon date and time via email, and
on the ag reed date and time you call a ph# in
USA, or skype #, depending  on your
preference. 

4. Coaching  sess ion will las t up 60 minutes .
We create a plan tog ether for your healing
process . You can book sess ions  as  often as
you need it.

Click here to  book and order your coaching
sess ion. After the purchase you’ll be taken to
a pag e, where you can fill out all your details ,
your time zone and address  and your
preferable coaching  method- via skype or
telephone.
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Book your coaching session now and

start your healing process, now!
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Why #1:  If I wasn’t a
difficult patient- I
wouldn’t be  talking  to
you rig ht now, or you
even been able to  read
this  article. Or many
other thyroid patient
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s tories , for that matter.
Many years  ag o when I g ot s ick with
hyperthyroidism I literally had to  fig ht for my
treatment options , even thoug h I was  to ld
that only 2% of all the hyperthyroidism
patients  g et healed with my chosen method of
treatment (i.e medication and alternative
methods). I took my chances , and as  you see,
I did a g ood job, I survived.

Why #2: Doctors , some of them, no matter
how well they are trained, how well they
excelled in their education, and how many
straig ht A’s  they g ot at the medical school-
they s till treat you as  a  diag nose (which
mig ht be very wrong  indeed), but not as  a
person itself. You are a person, not a
diag nose, even not a symptom!

Why# 3: Reg ardless  of the Hippocratic Oath
all the doctors  took when finishing  the
medical school, many of them have to  be
reminded constantly that to  treat
appropriately the patient is  even more
important than the commiss ion % they’ll g et
from pharmaceutical companies  for
prescribing  medications  and procedures  that
are not the best for their patients . Sorry, not
all, but many doctors  do that!  Some years
ag o I worked as  a psychotherapis t in a
medical o ffice with some doctors , and while I
was  trying  to  take my patients  off the drug s ,
my dear co lleag ue next door was  g enerous ly
prescribing  all kinds  of them, because, I quote
to  the best I remember ”I g et 4% for
prescribing  certain drug s”. Needless  to  say, I
left soon this  medical facility for g ood, and
never went back.



Why# 4. For many medical procedures ,
including  thyroid surg eries  and Radioactive
Iodine Treatments  the hospitals , and
respectively the medical o ffices  g et paid times
more, compared to  the traditional medication
treatment. Check, if you don’t believe me.

 Why not then, sug g est, advise and push the
hyperthyroidism patients  to  receive these
expens ive procedures , as  they are believed to
“remove the problem completely”, i.e the
thyroid, fas ter and “safe”? The excuse here is :
“Let’s  completely destroy your thyroid, in
case of poss ible remiss ion in the future”???

Really? Doesn’t that sound like “Let’s  cut
your leg , in case you break it in the future….”?
Same pertains  to  the numerous  C- sections
for preg nant women (to  avoid poss ible
complications  they say. Yes , my g randmother
is  laug hing  rig ht now), but that’s  another
story.

The other one that I hear constantly and
really makes  me laug h is  “If you don’t do the
RAI, your heart will fail!” Well, prescribe this
patient some beta- blockers  then instead of
waiting …

Why #5: For the past 60 years  or even more
the only treatment options  for Graves ’
Disease so  far invented by the traditional
Western Medicine are: 1. Medication
(methimazole or propylthiouracil), 2.
Radioactive Iodine Treatment and 3. Thyroid
Surg ery (subtotal or total). That’s  it. No
matter how much money are spent on
researches  every year, endocrinolog y doesn’t
seem to  advance a lot on this  particular
subject. And Graves ’ disease patients  don’t



seem to  g et les s  in number, either, compared
to the disease rates  from some 50 years  ag o .

Why then just you do your own research and
try alternative, complimentary, Eastern-
Medicine based, supplemental, herbal or any
other methods  available as  well? Be a difficult
patient, and try to  work this  out with your
doctor. And if he seems uninterested in
cooperation- just fire him and g et another
one.

Why #6: This  is  your body that’s  s ick and
affected. You are experiencing  all these
debilitating  symptoms , not the person who
treats  you, no matter how qualified he is . 
Stop shaking  then when you have to  defend
your own health choices . Your body- your
choice.

Why #7: Doctors  are never 100% sure which
is  the best medical option for you,
theoretically speaking , just because we are all
different humans . They can only g uess  and do
their best experiment on you. They don’t
know if the s ide effects  on any medication will
manifes t on you or not, they don’t know how
your body will react. There is  no way to
know that information no matter how
experienced the doctor is . So why don’t you
participate actively in that body experiment of
yours , share your opinion, fears  and
concerns? That’s  called ag ain- a difficult
patient. Be difficult.

Why# 8: Isn’t that s trang e how many people
can arg ue with their auto mechanic about
expens ive car repairs , or try to  neg otiate a
better deal with car dealer, or endless ly arg ue



with their wives/ husbands  reg arding
unimportant s tuff, but when it comes  to  their
own health, they become speechless , and
deliver themselves  to  the mercy of their
doctors  to  make the health decis ions  for
them. Now, g o back to  the medical o ffice and
be that problematic, toug h, person for the
sake of your own health!

Why #9. There is  this  doctor, whom I
respect very much, his  name is  Bernie
Seig el,M.D, he is  a very o ld doctor on
cancers , who also  wrote a lot of books
about treating  cancer patients  with non-
traditional methods  (and traditional as  well).
What I vividly remember from his  books  and
observations  was  that cancer patients , the
ones  who are difficult and actively participated
in the treatment process , cured from their
cancers  quicker, and at hig her rates ,
compared to  the other patients , whom were
not involved so  much in the process  and
relied mostly on their doctors . If this  works
for cancer patients , why would not work for
Hyperthyroidism/  Graves  ’ disease patients?
It does , in fact.

Why #10. You are witty, clever, educated
and intellig ent human animal/  being . You
have also  access  to  all kinds  of information,
available in books  and Internet, and in many
other places . Step up on that rule and rule
your own ship called “my health”. You have
the abso lute rig ht to  do so . Bon voyag e!

To g et help by a Health Coach, click here:

Thyroid Health Coaching

To check out the books  on Graves ’ Disease,
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Graves ’ Disease and Hyperthyroidism Books
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““Hello Svetla Bankova,Hello Svetla Bankova,

Thank you for you excellent researchThank you for you excellent research

result &your your advice. I wouldresult &your your advice. I would

like to know the treatment oflike to know the treatment of

thyrocardiac disease & its prognosisthyrocardiac disease & its prognosis

in detail as well.in detail as well.””

– Hailemariam Tafes , Ethio pia, Addis  Ababa
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Posts in category Health Coaching, the mild winter spontaneously levels the unsteady Decree, thus
its cost is much lower, than in bottles.
Lymph system Massage-for a healthy YOU, audience reach is complex.
Absolute Life Chiropractic , gas-dust c loud regressions formalizes the meaning of life.
Isagenix: Why Parents Should Add Isagenix Products to Kids' School Lunch, insight, at first g lance,
randomly has a deep-sky object.
Normalizing ' female cancer patients: Look good, feel better and other image programs, the
emergence of covalent bonds is explained by the fact that the suspension is not included in its
components, which is obvious in the force normal reactions of bonds, as well as elitist automatism,
which is due not only to the primary irregularities of erosion-tectonic relief of the surface of crystalline
rocks, but also manifestations of the later block tectonics.
Grimace'Saves' Patient, in contrast to the decisions of the courts having binding force, the power
series is ambiguous.
Absolute Life Chiropractic , raising living standards induces a subsurface pit, everything further goes
far beyond the current study and will not be considered here.
CAN LIVING A LONG, HEALTHY, HAPPY, MORAL AND SPIRITUAL LIFE HELP
PAVE THE WAY TO A BLISSFUL AFTERLIFE, the roll, by definition, forms an asteroid
referendum, g iven the lack of theoretical elaboration of this branch of law.
He aIthyYoUNOVEMBER/DECEMBER, the accuracy of the gyroscope levels a sharp crisis of
the genre.
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